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CHAPTER - VIII
S:CTION - I

Comparative analysis of Indo-USSR relationship under Nehru, Indira and
Rajiv.
Jawaharlal Nehru
The relationship between the two countries did not rum
up all on a suddens

Nehru had always advocated against imperialismt

colonialism? fascism and simultaneously he was very much fond of socialism.

These two factors played a special role in establishing the

foundation stone of friendly relationship between India and the Soviet
Union~

As Nehru had deep love and respect towards the Soviet Union,

he appointed his sist'er Vijoy Laxmi Pandi t as the first Indian

t.mb~

ssador to that Land.
Though the policial relationship between the two countries was established functionally on the 13th ~pril, 1947 - the life
of which was of much longer period, which Nehru realised out of his
own experiencee

He was deeply moved by the Great socialist October

Revolution and in the later period he was very much annoyed with the
Nazi attack to the Soviet Land ..
Jawaharlal Nehru's interest in international affairs began
Q

seriously with his attending the Brassels International Congress
against colonial oppression and imperialism in 1927.

Nehru's parti-

cipation in the Brussels Conqress no doubt the most important experience of his stay in Europe. He czme in touch there wi tb a number of
distinguished radical intellectuals and pol itic~l figures of the wor).d.
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It is generally known that Nehru began to take interest
in the Soviet Union and

aBm~

communism

aft~r

visit to Moscow.

On his

first visit to the country during the lOth anniversary celebrations
of the Great October Socialist revolution.

He was accompanied in this

trip by his father Motilal, his wife Kamala and sister Krishna., Nehru
was greatly impressed by whatever he sow in Moscow and his admiration for the Soviet Union grew immensely.

It has now been revealed

that even as early as 1919, he proclaimed himself a supoorter of socialism and welcomed the victorious socialist revolution in Russia.
He set upon himself the task of

IIKt

e stalbli shing mul til ate ral re la-

tions with Moscow and the close relations between India and the Soviet
Union.

Nehru was a symbol of the traditional bond between the Indian

liberation movement and international progress.

Jawaharlal was

different from the older generation on Indian national leaders, because· his social and political outlook was formed after the victori'

ous October revolution, during a period when the organised struggle
of Indian workers, and later of the peasants, was gaining momentum,
when socialist idea grew increasingly popular and when the Indian
national liberation movement was be coming a powerful factore

He

never supported the opportunists idea of establishing counteracts
with the Nazi regimeo

He was deeply concerned about the

§taling~rd

campaign and admired the courage whown by the defenders of that city.
He understood .that the def·a ~t of the

S:lvi1~t

troops would· open the way

to tha south for the fascist to the causasus and to India9
The Nazi agression aqainst the Soviet Union which was
0

1

launched in June 1941, only consolidated Ne hr'.J s friendship and
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solidarity with the Soviet people.

He regarded the USSR as the bul-

wark of anti-Nazi and anti-imperialist forces~ In a "confident! a~"
draft resolution which he wrote for the working committee of the
congress on December 25, 1991 Nehru condemned the Nazi ag0ression
against the Soviet Union.

He also expressed the firm belief in the

Soviet Unions ultimate1 victory, stressing that the Soviet people
were fighting for the progress and happiness of the entire human
race.
Jawaharlal Nehru's contribution in strengtheninq and consolidating the many si:ied facets of friendly cooperation between
India and the Soviet Union.

Throughout the seventeen ¥ears of his

stewarship of India; destiny, he worked hard to enlarge the scope
of Indo- Soviet friendship with
of the Soviet leadership.

th~

full coop'?ration and understanding

There are reasons behind thise

The Soviet

Union carried out socialist transformation of society for the first
time in human history and blazed the path of a new civilisation
through heroic sacrifices and countering heavy odds.

On the other

hand India led the struggle for independence agairst the most powerful

and

~11

entrenched imperial ism.

The successful out come of

that struggle played an important role in weakening the entire
structure of imperialism in Asia and ~frica and thus paved the way
for the disintegration of the colonial system throughout the world.
By bringing

these two mainstreams of the :world - The socialist

mainstream as represented by the Soviet Union and the anti-imperialist mainstream as symbolised by India Jawaharlal Nehru played a
memorable role indeed, in the recent history of the world. It is an
these firm foundations that Indo- &>viet relations, based on equality

. uutl
and mutual respect, have been steadily build.

When India achieved

political independence, the economic front presented a picture of
0

dependence.

India had a few consumer industries like cotton tex-

tiles, sugar, jute, and verY limited base industries like coai,
steel and electric power.
industrial base.
foreign trade

India did not have anything like a strong

Private ownership dominated Indian Industry and our

was largely geared to the western

market~

Thus the need of the hour for independent India was to
build a strong and independent economy with a powerful industrial
sector to strengthen political freedom and make it meaningful for the
vast masses of the people by providing them with opportunities for
betterment and with employment.
Soviet to India beg an ag airs t the •background of dramatic

circumstance •

India first approached Britain and other western

countries for assistance, particularly for the construction of a
steel planto

This was denied on the ground that India had taken

the wrong path of developmen·to

It was said that India did not have

resources and technological competence.

It was at this time that the

Soviet Union agreed to assist India in its industrialisationo &Jon,
ott-a r socialist countries too, joined the Soviet Union in providing
assistance to India so that the world socialist commt.mity became a
factor of utmost importance to India's

industrialisation~

However, western aid came with strings.

The terms and

conditions of western aid were thus more onerous than of the SJviet
Union.

For

instance~

the interest charged by the Western countries

was in·Jariably higher than that of the Soviet Union ( 12%) .. The
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Soviet Union charged a uniform interest rate of 2.5 per cent and it
made no political demands

on the recipients of its aid.

The

Soviet example forced the west. to change its own policies in the
course of time.
The Soviet offer to build the Bhilai steel plant,
the first major public sector project, not only restored India's
confidence in its ability to carry out a minimum planned industrialisation programme but also changed the attitude of
talist nations towards India's aid requestsQ
be left out of the new

~~~~

tte

capi-

They did not want to

opportunities in India.

The growing influence and attraction of the socialist
world and the beginning of economic. cooperation between India and
the Socialist countries,particularly with the Soviet Un&on with the
signing of the Indo-SOviet agreement in 1985 for the building of
Bhilai Steel Plant, made it possible for India to lay emphasis on
heavy and basic industria s and assign a greater role to the public
sector$
Nehru became sad about the role played by the
western countries in connection with the reconstruction of the
Indian Bcawls economy.

But the ehlp of the western countries was

taken in some fields admitting these conditions due to the demand
of needs"

~~

Side by side the economic help of the Soviet Union with

easy conditions having the opportunity of repayment in Indian rupee
played the role of a r•=al friend.

It became clear to Nehru who was

the real friend in distress. This Ill~·~ magnanimous view and cooperation of the SOviet Union played a vital role in establishing
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friendship between the two countrie So
During Nehru 9 s Prima Ministership 11 the attitude of
ths Soviet Union towards the Kashmir issue became a factor of some
importance in the relations

betwe~n

the two countries0

The Soviet

Union gave significant support and this was greatly appreciated by
the government and the people of India ..

Right from the early 1950's

it openly recognised Kashmir as an inteqral part of India.

On the

0

Goa issue also the !:bviet Union defended India's sovereignty. This
was the issue on which the entire

west~rn

world was, as it were,

up-in-arms against India, assailing it in the UN for a duplicity,
treachery, and a fall from its own declared Gandhian
non-violence etc.

p~inciples

of

It was the forth right ~viet political and

diplomatic support for India's liberation of its own territory of
Goa, c•Jlminating in the Soviet veto in the security council debate
in 1961, that helped India in one of the m:>st diffic•Jlt phase of its
diplomatic existence.
The most important part played by the Soviet Union
in the wake of the Chinese aggression against India in October
1962\l difficult certainly as it was for Soviet Unioni> due to its
close ties with a socialist state, was probably one of the severest
test of its abiding friendship with

India~

and the clearest indica-

tion of its adherence to firm principles_of international conduct.
It emphasised the need for peaceful settlement of all disputes, including those concerning border adjustment, and underlined the
importance which it attaches to maintain good relations with bo'th
India and China. The Soviet Union confirmed its commitment for the
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supply of MIG fighter planes agreed two months
break of Indo-China hostilities in

before the out-

~ugust 1962.

In 1964, Soviet

Union, through an agreement, supplied 4 squadrons of

M~

27 superso-

nic aircrafts.
In evolving this policy the towering personality of
Jawaharlal Nehru and the values he stood for became a decisive factor though some people over simplify the prevalent objective conditions a!ld conclude that any other leader in J awaharlal Nehru's ·:
place would have pursued an identical policyo
thing as automatic reaction in real life..

There is no such

Only a farsighted and

courageous leader like Nehru could have realised more clearly and
consistently than any other leader of that period from which nuarters the threat to Indian
ed.

fre:~dom

came and how it could be counter-

He alone Qould foresee that national interests of India, de-

'

manded that she should build friendly relations with the socialist
countries on an honest and

e~ual

footing.

S1.Jch positive

develo~

ments in India's foreign policy combined with Nehru's stiff and
un~lanting

opposition to imperialism also led to signs of a thow

in Moscows attitu·"ie towards India.

In 1952, Moscow broke its

silence over Kashmir in favour of India at the UN.,

~irst,

these

changes were reflected in certain gestures..

In 1952, Stalin gave

his first interview to a foreign diplomat an

t~wx

departing Indian ambass.ador, Dr. So Radhakrishnan.

two years to the
In 1953, in a

furtre r gesture of good will, stalin granted an interview to the
new Indian Ambassador K.P.
to improve.

s.

Menone

Simultaneously, traae beg an

A significan:t_ trade agreement was concluded in Decem-

ber 1953o

This was an important pointer to the change in Moscow's
( 1)

attitude towards India.
The Soviet Union stopped up its aid to India e specially in the field of defenceo

In 1961, it supplied helicopterso

In December 1962 9 two months after the Chinese agqre ssion, the
Soviet Union

a~reed

to set up a factory to manufacture helicopters
0

in India, 1963, Moscow beg--,n supply of all tyPes of arms and equipment for mountain

warf~re

as also MIGs, missile, submarines and

tanks and agfeed to build a factory in India to manufacture MIG-21
fighter planes9 · A.nd then 9 came the agreement to put up anotr:er
steel plant at Bokaro, whtch the US Government had promised to take
up but finally backed out because of political pressure from
anti-India lobbyo

tr~e

Thus, the Nehru era saw the transformation of

Moscow's initial influence to friendliness for Indiao

It was

throuoh experience and the converaence of interests that this
change was brought the two co mtries together in the oast Stalin
period were different from what consolidated their friendship in
the early sixtieso

In the early fifties, both India and the SJviet

Union were opposed to the military alliances that were being set up
by the USA in

~sia,

obviously directed an ainst both the ussq and

China, but with significant adverse consequences for India and
other newly free countrieso

India was particulArly opposed to

Pakistan's inclusion in these .alliances, as also to the US arms
supply to Pakistan, thus forcing India into a dangerous and costly
arms raceo

Moscow could not have been oblivious to tt-,is, as Pakis( 2)
tan soon became a spying centre for the US/\ against the USS8..
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Economic factors had also by now began to play an
important and positive role in Indo- Soviet relations.,

Trade between

the two countries had grown from 1\se 1.7 mil1ion in 1953 to about

as. 200 crores by 1965j

and India had emerged as

t~e

first country
~ix

among the non-communist· nations with whom USSR had trade

rela-

g

tions..

Soviet assistance had already helped India to build the

first steel mill 9 to start construction of a number of power stations, heavy machine builoing plants at hardwar, Ranchi and nurgapur.

The UNGC was already there for oil exploration work on the
ll.ll these had brought

pharmaceutical plants had also begun.

about a chc:mge in the attitude of the west tov-rards the development
needs of the newly free countries, though with different.
Jawaharlal Nehru died on May 27, 1964.
his death, he had laid down the firm foundations or
and domestic policies.

The policy of

non-~lignment

motives~

But before

Indi~'s

fqreign

will over re-

main as his most significant foreign policy contribution.
~s

the first Prime Minister of India Nehru did spend

his full tenure for the reconstruction of the economy of the
countryo
tacles.

He had to spend the tenure fighting against various obsThe way in which the &:>viet Union

outstretched~

its help-

ing hands towards the reconstruction of the economy of the newly
independent India, proved its support for the nonment.

move-

The SOviet Union supported India without any hesitation re-

garding the issue of Kashmir and Goa.
flict

~lignme,mt

betv~een

India and China ·in 1962 11

"t the time of borc'er conthe

~viet

Union being a
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very close friend of China, played the role.of nutrality and.supplied
India the arms and ammunitions as per the pre-assured promise..

It

was decided through all these the future of friendship between the

two countries"

It ·was also decided who was the real friend of India

at the time of distress.

This friendship is

tirr~-testede

Nehru

created this friendship step by step with the lj_ght of his· experience ..

Notes and

lo
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II

Comparative analysis of Indo-USSR relationship under Nehru. Indira
and Rajiv
Indira Gandhit the only daughter of Jawaharlal Nehru,
India's first

Prim~

Minister from 1947 to 1964, came to power on

the death of Lal Bahadur Shastri in January 1966Q

She was relativel

young among the congress veterns and yet the choice fell on her
because she was the most acceptable person in the party.

She was
0

also President of the Indian National Conqress for a short period.
Even as a child she had shown interest in the country's struggle for
freedom"

Few in India occupied such Gdvantage. position as she did,

living with her father meeting great and ordinary people. · Shr was
on familiar terms with many of the world figures and had acquired
a grasp of glmbal developments, which could not be claimed by only
of her Congress- colleagues.

Indira Gandhivs Prime Ministership in

all lasting for about fifteen years in her two political incarnations, was extremely significant from the point of view of IndoSoviet relationso

Here was a period full of important happenings

domestically as Mll as inte.rnationall y..

She gave a dynamic direc-

tion to India's foreign policy with a view to meeting unprecendented challenges.

India's problems with Pakistan had not come to an

end.
The advent of Indira Gandhi to power raised hopes in
Washington that she would be more pragmatic than her father and
free from ideological predispositions, such. speculations both in
India and elsewhere created fears in Moscowo

But such prognos-
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tications were misplaced, because she showed no intention to change
father~

the basic policies of her

alignment and support to public

particularly the policy of non( 1)

Sector~

Within months after assu-

ming office Indira Gandhi visited the SOviet ~nion in July 1966. During
her discussions With the Soviet Leaders the convinced them that she
was essentially following the basic frame work of policy laid down
by her father in all important areas whether it was

non-~lignrnent

or

Indo- Soviet relations or Vietnam or disarmarnento
Around 1970's India faced a grim situation on account.
of the happenings in

wh~t

was then East Pakistan.

On the basis of

election there, the Awami League and its leader Mujib should have
been allowed to hold governmental power.

Instead, the popular

ve~

diet was disregarded and military suppression was resorted to. This
led to the millions of people corning to India as refugees, thgs creating

ES~StK~

considerable Socio-Economic and security problems for

uso

Indira Gandhi worked tirelessly to mobilise world public opinion

0

against the military rulers of Pakistan.
ear.

The West gave her deaft

Since the pressure on India was almost in tolerable and the

repression on East Pakistanis too grim.

She thought of arming India

with Indo-Soviet treaty of peace, friendship and cooperation conclu.
ded on 9 August, 1971.

It was, and continues to be the watershied in

Indo-Soviet relations.

Though it was not a military alliance and was

also not antithetical to the basic principles of

non-~lignment,

it

did give much needed political and psychological support to India at
a time when there was a fear that China and the US might support
Pakistano

The treaty greatly facilitated India's support to freedom
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fi~bters

State

of East Pakistan wt\ich resulted in the creation of a New

Bang~adesh.

( 2)

·At the time of the conclusion of the treaty,

there -were some people 9 within and outside India,

t~D!Ili!I~XL

who t"1ought

that it was likely to circumscribe India's freedom of thought and
action in International affairs and thus damage its
status.

non-~lignment

The point to remember is that the significance of a treaty.

lies not only in its contents but also in the performance of the
contracting parties

subse~uent

to its conclusion.

It one, examines

India's international behaviour since 1971. It becomes evident that
. its position its different
there are at least some issues on 'wh1ch
from that of the Soviet Union.

Hence India's autonomy has not been

impaired briefly, during Indira Gandhi • s time relations with the
Soviet Union continued to grow practic:all y in all spheres and the
variations in perspectives on certain issue did not adversely effect
themo·
When it became clear both to Washington and Beijing
that India would continue to follow the policies of Jawaharlal
Nehru under the leadership of Indira Gandhi, J\merica started exploring the means to make Pakistan stronger through enhanced supply
of arms.

While India was kept on the tenterhooks about economic

assistance, massive US economic aid started pouring into Pakistan
0

under president Ayub Khan.
made to

Pakistan~

Pakistan~

A gift of

7t million dollar loan was

which the then newly .appointed US

Ambassador to

Eugene Murphy Lock, termed as the earnest of "a welcome

tum in US..Pak relations" most of the loan was without strings and
could be used by Pakistan for buying almost whatever the wanted

I

•'-

asa
from abroad.

It was· after this loan that Pakistan entered in various
0

arms deal with countries like west Germany, Iran and Soudi

~r~ia.

In assessing India's relations with the SOviet Union
in the past Nehru period,

particul.:~rly

during the period after this

Indira Gandhi became the Prime Minister of the Country, it will be
obvious that Jawaharlal Nehru had not only laid the solid
of

India~s

fuund~tions

foreign policy of which strenghtening of relations with the

Soviet Union was a very important constituent, he had also given a
qualitative turn to this policy.

This change,

howev~r,

dually and a number of internal and external factors

took place gra-

contri.~uted

to

the necessity of following this direction and no one knew it better
than Indira because she not only watched how this policy was shaping
( 3)

but had participated in this process as a congress leader.
The entire course of development of India's relations
with the SOviet Union in the past Nehru

pe~iod

make it abundantly clear

that by giving expression to the aspirations of the Indian peoole for
building friendly relations with the Hirst socialist country of the
world, Indira G!1ndhi had made a rich contribution to this precious
heritage.

In this sense, it would not be in correct to describe her

as the noble architect of the Indo-Soviet friendship in the past Nehru
period.

And if the Soviet leaders as Brazhnev put it during his l?.st

visit to India, has a
good reasons for this.

9

particular liking" for Indira Gandhi, they had
Indira Gandhip as they have put it was the
( 4)

"outstanding political and state figure of contemporary India".
In short, when Indira Gandhi took over the reins of
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0

power in ~' after Shastri Is death," the Indiat1 economy was already
under going certain basic changes, changes which influenced its relations with the other countries
in particular.

~K~ww

in general and the

Sovi~t

Union

It is against this background that one can correctly

assess the evaluation of Indo- Soviet relations in the past Nehru
period, which are based on the principles of peaceful co-existence
between· two different social systems and are of mutual benefit. However this assessment has to be made in the context of the changing
world situation.

Without this one can not grasp what impact these

relations have- made on the intarnational situation and how they have·.
proved to be beneficial to both the countrias.
Here another important fact need to qe mentioned.
After

Jaw~harlal

Nehru's death, a concerted drive was made to

r~•2~

reverse his policies both internal and external, incl·Jding growing
relations of India with the Soviet Union, both by internal reaction
and imperialist countrieso

That is why since she became the Prime

Minister of India till she was assassinated, Indira Gandhi became a
( 5) .

special target of their attack.
Though Indira Gandhi was not very much directly involved in the struggle for India's Independence t she was brought up in
the environment of the freedom movemento

Durinq struggle for inde-

pendence she was closely in .touch with Mahatma Gandhi and her father
J awaharlal Nehru; after the Independence she became the companion of

different foreign tour of her father Jawaharlal Nehru.
her father she travelled Moscow for the first time.
cabinet of Lalbahadur Shastri as minister for

It.was with

While on the

info~~ation

and broad-
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cast Indira travelled the Soviet Union and received there standing
ovation, Breznev himself welcomed her personally to visit Moscow, it
was possible only because Indira was the

~x

daughter of Nehru. In

other words Indira took her lessan:;in politics from her father Jawaharlal himself and she prepared herself in that wayo

She was deeply,

influenced with her father Jawaharlal Nehru's loved for the Soviet
Union.

The foundation stone of Indo-Soviet relationship laid by

Jawaharlal was made adamantine bit by bit Indira during her premiership.
When the Western countries raised the motion related to
Kashmir in support of Pakistan in the security council, Soviet support for India led the conspiracy to a fiasco.

ween the demand for

declaring the Indian ocean a Zone of peace was raised, Jndira felt
concerned about American harbour in Diago Garcia and American assistance of armaments to Pakistan.

During this time Indira gained the

valuable support of the Soviet Union.

The non-alignment movement

whose founder was Jawaharlal has flourished to day by Indira's

effort~

\.

To separate Pakistan from the West Kosygin entered into a treaty with
Pakistan with a view to assisting Pakistan with armaments and other
things and with this end in view Kosyg:i.n
and Ayubkhan Moscow.

~~M~Eent

That time a doubtful atmosphere with regard to

the relationship of the two countries was made9
showed the mark of much patience and
the latter

p~tiod

toured Islamabad

is known to all.

Then Indira Gandhi

intelligence~

The history of

!Be American selection Pakistan

as the resort of imperialism in the South E?st

~siao

It was the first

and the last and none had to be worried about the relationship of the
two countries thenceforward.

The name of Indira will remain forever
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in the history of Indo-Soviet relationship; the treaty of peace,
friendship and co-operation for five years which was contracted by
her in 1971 with the Soviet Union has united the two countries in
unbreakable bonds.,

The S:>viat Union has not only given political

support but also helped in different ways.

The Soviet leaders were

charmed with Indira's towering personality and eloquence.

Indira

followed the foot prints of her deceased father whose endless influence was noticed throgghout her life.
How Jawaharlal prepared Indira, had the enjoyed the
companionship of Mahatma Gandhi and Jawaharlal during the freedom
movement, how she took part in active politics, side by side how she
learnt the lesson of International politics from her father, she
introduced the experience successfully in Indian politics, International relations in a broad sense in Indo- Soviet relationship,
Rajiv Gandhi did not have that opportunity.
ly a progeny of the past Independence.

But

Rajiv Gandhi was decided-

He had but little associate

with his father Feroze Gandhi or grand father Jawaharlal.

Though

brought up in the Nehru family, no attraction for politics was marked
in him.

When his brother Sanjoy was playing a significant role in

Indian Politics, the people of India could not trace his existence.
Rajiv was then strictly engaged in his pilotage.

He stood of his

mother at the death of his brother Sanjoy and thus was his advent in
politics..

It was because of his mother's "tragic death in 1984 he came

to the foot light of Indian politics, to the centre of Indian politics.
After taking over Prime Ministership, Rajiv declared
that he would follow the foot prints of his grand father Jawaharlal
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and mother Indira.

The duration of Rajiv's premiership was much less

than that of J awaharlal and Indira.

Durinq this short period he was

able to leave his stamp on the foreign policy.

The taking over of

Rajiv Gandhi i'n India and the upheaval of Gorbach·?v opened" up a new
In Indian sub-

horizon in the sphere of Indo- &lviet friendship.

continent as v.ell as in 'INOrld peace, security, and aiming at a world
free of nuclear weapons Rajiv Gandhi was able to lay impression on
International politics as a companion of Gorbachev.
and Gorbachev signed the historic Delhi Declaration.

In July 1986 he
The

R~ssia

festival was held in India and the Indian festival was held in the
Soviet Union during this period Gorbachev traveJled India· two times.
Indira Gandhi during her period made relationship of
the two countries deep rooted, Rajiv after taking over added a hightened and a new dimension to that relationshipo

~lthough

he followed

the policy of Indira Gandhi, he showed some personal distinctness
in international politics.

In this respect he had some differences

with his grand father Jawaharlal Nehru and mother Indira.

He was not

ready to give the &>viet Union blank che,ue in every case,the proof
of which are noticed during the 4fghan crisis, mention can be made
here about his answer in the different questions of the western
reporter's with regard to this.

Since Gandhi's accession to power

the question Western reporters ask him most frequently concerns
India's supposed "tilt" toward Russia or ."8alancing act" between
Russia and the United States.

He anticipates questions concerning

"tilting" and balancing even before they are· asked.

Only five months

after his election, he responded to an American reporte-r in the Uni-
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ted States ttwe have not tilted toward the Soviet Union and we are
not carrying out balancing act between the United States and the
US~

we are being non- Clligned.

Bening not)-

~ligned

means having the

right to speak our own minds on every issue as we think correctv It
is in a way raising democracy to a world level where every nation
has the right to speak its mind.
US.,

The very same vreek an article in

News and world Report suggested that

R~jiv

was doing "a high

wire act between East and West" Gandhi explained patiently that
India wants to strengthen relationship with both the United States
can supply to Indiae

But his desire does not i@ply that India must
( 6)
disagree with Russia on every issue~
As pointed out by

s.

Nihal Singh, it is unreasonable

to think that India could become a Soviet dependency.
imagine Moscow suffering from such a delusion.
terests; the Soviet Union has its own..

One can not

India has its in-

Moreover, the two countries

are not in competition and they need not bee

Rajiv

G~ndhi

has sta-

ted that India has two approaches to Russia : geographical and poli(7)

tical.

He adds: what can we learn from Russia's economic system.

Undoubted it has certain good

aspects~

But it is impossible to

govern India by a system other than democracy G•••••

we can learn

from them (the Russian), but we cannot copy their system.

As for

Rajiv Gandhi himself, he repeats consistently that Russia has helped India when ·India neer1ed help since back in the 1950 1 s.
insisting on democracy and non- Alignment.

Rajiv adds..

want to keep our option of individuality openG
Pr~nciples,

Then

"But vJe

We stand by certcin

certain ideologies, and we don't compromise on them,
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whetlawr it is the &>viet Union or the 1Jnited

States~

Even a brief chronological chock of Rejiv Gandhi's own
statements clarifies his position on

~fthanistan

so lucidly that one

wonder why the misinterpretations of his position !

For Example:

1) India desires to "stop the interference and the intervention in
Afghanistan •••••· bring normalcy back •••••e• get refugees back
home ..... o•• and have a good

non-.;~ligned

grovernment in Afghanistan.

( 2) Both the '&>viet troops' in ~fghanistan and "interference from
across the Pakistan border" must be stoppedo

(3) If "all the par-

ties conc~rmad can get togetr:er "a·' solution" is possible.· (4) Our
position has been clear from the beginning and we have not shifted
our position.

We are against any interference or intervention in

the internal affairs of other countries and we would like to see it
stopped" (5) India has stated its position on Afghanistan in 1983
and l985o

(6) We want "a neutral non-aligned Afghanistan". (7) Ques"Yes"~

tion- "You want the Soviets out of Afghanistan?" A.nsv,er :

( 8)

0

It is really a problem between the United States, the Soviet Union,
Afghanistan, and Pakistan, who are the four countries involved in
this particular dispute." (9) "I do not think we have betrayed the
friendship of Afghanistan at all".
ambiguous.

( 10) India's position is not

We are against both in intervention and interference in

Afghanistan and we would like ~fghanistan to be an independent non( 8)
aligned state&
No one will deny that Rajiv was attracted to the
Western culture.

Though he rlid not land his voice to the hue and

cry of the west on the Afghan problem some comments of his would
merely be displeasing to the.

~viet

leaders.

Sirle by side he said

this too that tr.e withdrawal of the Soviet army depended on tr.e non
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support of the western countries of the A.fqhcm rebel<t

If the .1\meri-

cans promised that they would in no case help and support the rebels,
in that case only the Sbviat Union would withdraw its armyQ
respect his reaction was contradictoryo

In this

In melt the ice which fell

on the relationship of the two countries after the Indo-china war,
Rajiv's effort was praiseworthy.

After Jawaharlal Rajiv was the first

Prime Minister who travelled China.

Gorbachev supported the attempt

which Rajiv undertook to normalise the relation of India and China.
In fact in 1953 commercial treaty between the two
countries was contracted.

The turnover of Indo-Soviet trade in 1953

was 1.75 crore rupees which became 120.56 crore rupees in 1964o ween
Indira came to power in 1966 the turn over of trc?de of tl-:e tVi"' countries was ._e 2Tl.l7 crore which amounted to

RsQ

was this time Rajiv Gandhi come to power and

3764.,00 in 1984ct

t~e

be came 88 billion Dollars from Rs. 376f>f.CO crore.

It

turn over of trade
Co-operate me a sure s

which grew up between the two countries were signed and plans out of
those measures have put into effect mostly during premiership of
Indira Gandhi.

The real development of the relationship

, countries took place during her

times~~

The Indo-Soviet pact in 19'l;l

opened up a horizon of relationship of the two countries.
During the times of the

of the two

o

Jan at a Party, the Western

countries were joyaus because of the declaration of Morarji Deshai
and Atal Behari Bajpayee with regard to making the non-alignment movementa gengine one.

But during Janata party's rule there was

marked difference of relr.tionship of the two countries.
none dared to go against the public opinion of India.

no

In fact
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It will not 9e right in all cases comparative analysis
of J awaharlalt Indira and Rajiv in respect of Indo- Soviet relationship.

The first thing is that while Indira G:•ndhi remained in power

for Seventeen years Rajiv Gandhi only five years.

The period

o~

premiership of Jawaharlal was the childhood of India and the time of
constructiono

But as Indira Gandhi got the facility of Jawaharlal

Nehru's introduction, so also

R~jiv

Gandhi was honoured in Soviet

Union as the son of Indira Gandhio
Nehru participated in the Brussels converence held in
'W/7 and was introduced with the anti imperialist inernational personalities there.
during
this

~is

Beside he was aquainted with the success of socialism

tour to Soviet Union with his father Motilal Nehru and

'zwx grew in

him anti-imperialism and devotion to socialismQ

Afterwords the veto of the S::lviet Union in the security council againsi
the motion of the west over the Kashmir and Goa issue, addition of
Neutrality in Indo-Pakistan

w~s

in 1962, unconditional

India over the Kashmir and Bangladesh issue, even

sup~ort

d~ring

of

the time of

Indira brought the two countries close together although Nehru cri ticised the SJviet Union over the Hungery dispute.

Not

only in Interna-

tional field but also in internal matters of India the Sbviet leaders
supported some measures of Nehru and Indira.

:is for

example~

when

Indira Gandhi promulgated emergency in the country in 1975, the SJvie t
Union having supported, it became the built of criticism of parties
other than congress and CPI.
Although the anti imperialism and anti colonialism
images of Jawaharlal and Indira in the International sphere and their
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devotion to socialism are known to all but they opposed communism
in India e.go they dismissed the first communist Government in

K&r~~

Kerala formed under the leadership of E.Jtl.., s. Namboodiripad. Again
the same opposition has been noticed in communist ruled west Benoal,
the influence of Mlich was not seen in the relations of the two
countries.
The time tested Indo-Soviet friendship inspite of
diametrically opposed political, social and economic system between
the two countries has created a new model in the world sphere. The
first and chief ·architect of Indo-Soviet friendship was·Jawaharlal,
in other words he prepared the ground of relationship of the two
countries.

Indira grew crops in it by makinq it fertile" thro1Jgh

nurturing and watering which Rajiv G?ndhi not only consumed the
crops but also vddened the ground more.
J awaharlal Nehru was the Arc hi teet of Indo- Soviet

relationship from the Indian side followed by Indira and Rajiv
Gandhi, from the Soviet side all leaders since Khrushchev have
subs~ibed

to the theory and practice of Indo-Soviet relation-

ship, then L.I. Brezhnev and now President Mikhail Gorvachev a new
dimension is being given to this relationship.

The Indo- Soviet

relationship has all along been sustained between Nehru and
Khrushchev, Indira G-"'ndhi and Brezhnev, Rajiv Gandhi and Gorbachev.
That is why in India governments have changed, different poJ.itical
parties have come to power but our relations with the Soviet Union
have continued to grow. On the otherhand in Soviet Union leade~
ships have changed but their view about cooperation ~~th India hav1
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remained

consistent.,~
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